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WORK EXPERIENCE

UNIQA CZ/SK – 1/9/2021 – 30/6/2023 – Chief Transformation Officer

AXA CZ/SK – 1/3/2019 – 31/8/2021 – Chief Risk Officer

Česká pojišťovna, a.s. – 1/10/2013 – 28/2/2019 – Head of Economic Solvency Team  

• Calculation of both internal model and standard model, participation in the (pre)application process of the internal model

• Management of external rating process, model calculation

• Projection of economic solvency ratio, participation in capital management process, supervision of own funds

• Cooperation on ORSA process 

• Communication of the results to top management

The team was responsible also for a supervision of the same tasks of individual companies of Generali CEE holding.

Česká pojišťovna, a.s. – 1/12/2012 - 30/9/2013 - Project Manager (Controlling department)

• Project management with focus on profitability of products utilizing the risk management and actuarial knowledge

Generali PPF Holding B.V. – 1/7/2008- 30/11/2012 – Senior Risk Manager

• Covering the investment risk area throughout the holding, ad hoc decisions about material investments, regular setting of 
investment limits, commenting on investment policies from the risk management perspective

• Calculation of investment risk capital requirements (QISs, internal model being developed at that time) 

• Implementation of regular reporting of subsidiaries to GPH and managerial communication

• Communication with Generali Group head office, implementation of Generali standards, fulfilling of reporting requirements 

KPMG Czech Republic - 01/01/2004 – 30/06/2008 – Actuary (position reached - Senior Advisor)

• Audit support, advisory services (Due-diligences, profitability, actuarial modeling, ….)

• Actuarial conferences, trainings and presentation

• 4 month secondment in London in 2006

• CEE scope – experience from Croatia, Serbia, Slovenia, Romania, Ukraine, …

EDUCATION AND QUALIFICATIONS

1997 - 2003 - Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles 
University (Prague), specialization Financial Mathematics and 
Actuarial Science 

2008 – 2010 – University of Pittsburgh (Prague) – Executive MBA

Certified actuary (in the Czech Republic) from 2007, member of 
the Czech Society of Actuaries from 2004

Representing the Czech association in Risk Management 
Committee of Actuarial Association of Europe from 2018

Representing the Czech association in Nomination pannel of
Actuarial Association of Europe from 2021
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What are we going to discuss today?

1. Why? (Motivation – why is it good to manage risks?)

2. What? (Which risks are we managing?)

3. How? (And how can we do that?)



Why?

Motivation – why is it good to manage risks?



Why is it good to manage risks?
EJ Smith, 1907: “If someone asks me, how I

would describe my 40 years of experience

at sea, I would describe them as boring.

Of course, there are winter storms, fog

and similarities. But during my entire

experience I cannot remember any havaries.

I have only once seen a ship in distress.

I have never seen a wreck, neither have I

been in distress at sea, nor have I ever

been in a dangerous situation, that could

have led to a catastrophe.”

http://www.encyclopedia-titanica.org/disaster-at-last-befalls-capt-smith.html

Capt. Smith maintained that shipbuilding was such a perfect art nowadays

that absolute disaster, involving the passengers on a great modern liner,

was quite unthinkable. Whatever happened, he contended, there would be

time before the vessel sank to save the lives of every person on board.

"I will go a bit further," he said. "I will say that I cannot imagine any

condition which could cause a ship to founder. I cannot conceive of any

vital disaster happening to this vessel. Modern shipbuilding has gone

beyond that.„

April 14, 1912 the SS Titanic sank after the collision with an iceberg.

The accident demanded 1500 lives including that of captain EJ Smith.



Financial sector - examples

Nový vizuální styl - ukázky snímků6
Source: CFA training



Is it an internal need or regulatory requirement?

• In Europe esp. Solvency II, but globally all regulatory regimes emphasize 
and require strong position of risk management in insurance companies

• At the same time, it is also expectation of investors, shareholders and 
rating agencies

But:

The risk management should bring value added to the insurance 
company – the company itself should care about good risk 
management.
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What is the task for risk management?
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Allianz 2017 Annual Report

NN 2017 Annual Report

Generali Group 2017 Annual Report



Specific measurable goal is usually defined, 
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Solvency ratio

Amount of available capital

Risk / return ratio

RORC, RORAC, ROREC, …

Dividend payment

Satisfied regulator / supervisor

Happy clients

…

European re/insurer solvency ratios continue post-pandemic recovery: JP Morgan - Reinsurance News

European re/insurer solvency ratios continue post-pandemic recovery: JP Morgan

https://www.reinsurancene.ws/european-re-insurer-solvency-ratios-continue-post-pandemic-recovery-jp-morgan/


What?

Which risks are we managing?



Risk map

It is important to quantify required capital for each module as well as 
assessment of their overal aggregation (impact of corelation, 
diversification, …).
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It should be long-term view, but it is not fixed.

Risk map is individual for each insurer, it is one of the tools of risk 
management.

It is important to identify risks relevant for the insurance company.



Risk map – Standard formula (standard model)
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Risk map – Generali group
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Risk map – Allianz group
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http://www.allianz.com

Zdroj: Výroční zpráva Allianz Group 2020



Are we able to identify the risks?

EJ Smith, 1907: “If someone asks me, how I

would describe my 40 years of experience

at sea, I would describe them as boring.

Of course, there are winter storms, fog

and similarities. But during my entire

experience I cannot remember any havaries.

I have only once seen a ship in distress.

I have never seen a wreck, neither have I

been in distress at sea, nor have I ever

been in a dangerous situation, that could

have led to a catastrophe.”

http://www.encyclopedia-titanica.org/disaster-at-last-befalls-capt-smith.html

Capt. Smith maintained that shipbuilding was such a perfect art nowadays

that absolute disaster, involving the passengers on a great modern liner,

was quite unthinkable. Whatever happened, he contended, there would be

time before the vessel sank to save the lives of every person on board.

"I will go a bit further," he said. "I will say that I cannot imagine any

condition which could cause a ship to founder. I cannot conceive of any

vital disaster happening to this vessel. Modern shipbuilding has gone

beyond that.„

April 14, 1912 the SS Titanic sank after the collision with an iceberg.

The accident demanded 1500 lives including that of captain EJ Smith.



Demography, political risks

• Individual coverage, aging, cross-dependencies,  …

• Concentration of wealth, migration, impact of local conflicts, terrorism, …

Main Trends in Insurance Risks, Identification of New Risks (Emerging Risks)

• 16

Climate changes

• Variability, still not everything can be predicted even if models are improving

• Man-made as well as natural factors, unambiguous assessment of scientists, difficulty of assessing all the 
impacts, …



Insured vs uninsured losses, 1970 – 2022, in USD billion at 2022 prices
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Number of catastrophic events, 1970-2022
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Catastrophic risk - Number of Victims
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Demography, political risks

• Individual coverage, aging, cross-dependencies,  …

• Concentration of wealth, migration, impact of local conflicts, terrorism, …

Main Trends in Insurance Risks, Identification of New Risks (Emerging Risks)
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Climate changes

• Variability, still not everything can be predicted even if models are improving

• Man-made as well as natural factors, unambiguous assessment of scientists, difficulty of assessing all the 
impacts, …

Rapid development in technologies

• Faster innovations bring risks (cyber risk, hacking, loss of data, …)

• Complexity of the technologies and therefore related risks

• AI, nanotechnologies, biotechnologies, data science, autonomous vehicles, robots



New Risks Covered by Existing Products
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Issued by Willis Towers Watson



Demography, political risks

• Individual coverage, aging, cross-dependencies,  …

• Concentration of wealth, migration, impact of local conflicts, terrorism, …

Main Trends in Insurance Risks, Identification of New Risks (Emerging Risks)

• 22

Climate changes

• Variability, still not everything can be predicted even if models are improving

• Man-made as well as natural factors, unambiguous assessment of scientists, difficulty of assessing all the 
impacts, …

Rapid development in technologies

• Faster innovations bring risks (cyber risk, hacking, loss of data, …)

• Complexity of the technologies and therefore related risks

• AI, nanotechnologies, biotechnologies, data science, autonomous vehicles, robots

Higher corelation of risks

• The dependencies among risks are fast growing

• E.g. – epidemies, information technologies



Pandemic Risk – Case Study

KPMG Study

Case study UK 2006
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Pandemic Risk – Case Study
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Pandemic Risk – Case Study



Demography, political risks

• Individual coverage, aging, cross-dependencies,  …

• Concentration of wealth, migration, impact of local conflicts, terrorism, …

Main Trends in Insurance Risks, Identification of New Risks (Emerging Risks)

• 26

Climate changes

• Variability, still not everything can be predicted even if models are improving

• Man-made as well as natural factors, unambiguous assessment of scientists, difficulty of assessing all the 
impacts, …

Rapid development in technologies

• Faster innovations bring risks (cyber risk, hacking, loss of data, …)

• Complexity of the technologies and therefore related risks

• AI, nanotechnologies, biotechnologies, data science, autonomous vehicles, robots

Higher corelation of risks

• The dependencies among risks are fast growing

• E.g. – epidemies, information technologies

Reputation risk, medical risks, new financial risks, pollution, political risk, regulatory risks, … 
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How?

And how can we do that?



Risk identification, description, measurement
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Methods for lowering the risks (risk mitigation)

Definition of risk appetite

Risk monitoring and prediction

Communication, impact in the insurance company

Risk Management



Risk Measurement / Quantification
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Correlation

Copulas



Disclosure AZ Aviva AXA Generali ING ZIG Hannover Re Munich Re Swiss Re

Economic Solvency Ratio (AC/RC) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
(a)

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Required capital by risk ✓ 
(b)

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Required capital by operating unit ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓

Impact of diversification ✓   ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓

Starting Point MCEV ICA/SII MCEV MCEV Direct Direct MCEV Direct Direct

Risk Measure VaR VaR VaR VaR VaR VaR(c) VaR VaR Tail VaR(d)

Confidence Level (%)
99.5

(e) 99.5 99.5
99.95

(f) 99.5 99.95 99.97
99.5

(g) 99.0

Reconciliation EV/IFRS to AC  ✓  ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Other Reconciliations      SST to EC   

Sensitivity Tests ✓  ✓  ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓

Projected EC         

Frequency Quarter-ly Half-yearly Half-yearly Half-yearly Yearly Half-yearly Yearly Yearly Yearly



Measurement of Risks – Factor Approach

✓ Typical for solvency I, but

✓ Even in Solvency II still appears

✓Standard model/standard formula 

✓ in internal models for some modules can appear, for example for operational
risks

✓ Easy and simple (careful about the calibration)

✓ It is necessary to be aware of the limitations of this approach

32



Measurement of Risks – Factor Approach
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Measurement of Risks – Stochastic Approaches

Nový vizuální styl - ukázky snímků34



Measurement of Risks – value-at-risk, tail value-at-risk (VaR, TVaR)

✓ Typical for investment risks, common in banking

✓ It is important how the time horizon is set up:
In banking usually days

In insurance usually one year horizon

✓ Determination of quantile

35



Stress testing vs Value at Risk approach
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Measurement of Risks – Stress Testing
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Sensitivity tests (Sensitivities)

▲Mandatory e.g. in IFRS (accounting standards) – it needs to be disclosed also 
sensitivities of the capital to interest rate shifts, equity/index process, FX, 
akcií/indexů, …

Stress tests

▲Regulatory requirement as well as internally defined

▲Focus on investment risk (common for banks, but analogically applied on insurers)

▲Insurance specific stresses – e.g. lapse mass stress in the standard model

Reverzní stress testy

What-if analyses

▲Credit risk – rating worsening for selected/all counterparties, higher credit 
spreads, …

▲Catastrophic risks

▲Operational risks
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Marginal Risk

Marginální statistika 

pro jednu událost

vyjadřuje míru jejího

příspěvku k 

celkovému riziku 

portfolia. Marginální 

riziko je rovno rozdílu 

hodnoty daného 

parametru rizika pro 

celé portfolio a pro 

portfolio bez dané 

události.



Managing of Risks - „Heat maps“
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Risk Map (Risk Heat Map) | E-SPIN Group (e-spincorp.com)

Managing of Risks - „Heat maps“

https://www.e-spincorp.com/documentation/risk-map-risk-heat-map/


Different approaches lead to different results

40

Standard modelInternal model

Rating model

?

Pillar I

Pillar II Ekonomic vs regulatory
view



Risk identification, description, measurement
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Methods for lowering the risks (risk mitigation)

Definition of risk appetite

Risk monitoring and prediction

Communication, impact in the insurance company

Management of Risks



Lowering of the accepted risk

42

• ALM - Asset Liability Management
– Focus esp. on investment risks (interest, currency, market)

– Investment products need to be considered

– During the calculation, both assets and liabilities need to be considered and consistent assumptions 
need to be used

– The availability of financial instruments to match long term insurance liabilities is limited
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Lowering of the accepted risk

44

• Diversification
– Geographically – monitor and diversify underwritten risks in one region/country – use potential 

within the own insurance group, with the reinsurer

– Among risks themselves – insuring risks negatively correlated, typical for life insurance (annuities vs
life risk policies)

Projected population change

1994-2015

Source: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). 

Observed Hurricanes in the US in the 

last 110 years

Source: Swiss Re’s Nat Cat team

3020100

Increasing concentration of property in the area exposed to NAT CAT



Lowering of the accepted risk
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Selling of the risks

– Reinsurance of the underwriting risks (coinsurance, third party reinsurance, captive 
reinsurance)

– Financial market tools (catastrophic bonds, mortality derivatives, …) – still limited 
market

– Investment risks – derivatives reducing credit, FX, interest rate risks

Be careful on risk changing its character – e.g. by reinsuring underwriting risks with a reinsurer, 

credit risk of that reinsurer is born. Similarly when contracting a derivative.



Lowering of the accepted risk
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Active internal risk management – relevant definition of internal processes
– Underwriting limits

– Proper reflection of risks in pricing

– Investment limits for asset managers (for individual risks as well as portfolio as a whole)

– Very efficient for operational risks – process automatization, internal controls, lessons learned from 
mistakes, …



Exceeding of internal limits – examples

47

Life underwriting risk is growing and getting close to my risk appetite
→ Problem in underwriting, „antiselection“, attracting more risky segment of clients

→ Demographic trend

→ Inaccurate modelling of the risk

→ Wrong pricing, or pricing assumptions

Credit limit is exceeded for one counterparty
→ Immediate selling of the financial instruments

→ Temporary exception

→ Lowering of another exposure so the overall capital requirement is the same (on an acceptable level)

→ Limit change



Independent second opinion (by risk management)
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- Product development – accepted risks, pricing

- Technical provisions

- Reinsurance program

- Cooperation with new counterparties (sales as well as outsourcing)

- Models used – parameters, assumptions, methodology
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Hedgeable / Non-hedgeable risk – can we lower all risks?

50

…. No, we can not and therefore it is good to know about all relevant risks
and decide, how we are going to react



Risk identification, description, measurement
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Methods for lowering the risks (risk mitigation)

Definition of risk appetite

Risk monitoring and prediction

Communication, impact in the insurance company

Management of Risks



Risk Appetite vs Risk Tolerance
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• Definition for individual risks as well as for the overal capital of the company

→ Limiting of the accepted risk at the point of accepting it – underwriting, asset manager, …

→ Limiting of the accepted risk at more aggregated levels

• The granularity depends on Company decision – can be for individual products, portfolios, divisions, 
regions, …

• Time horizon – regular measurement and revision

• Escalation process for breaches needs to be defined



Risk Appetite Derived from Company’s Rating
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Risk Statement
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Risk strategy and risk 
appetite: Our risk strategy 
defines our risk
appetite consistent with our 
business strategy. It ensures 
that rewards
are appropriate based on the 
risks taken and capital 
required, and
that the delegated 
authorities are in line with 
our overall risk-bearing
capacity and strategy. 
(Allianz Annual report)

We have formulated three key risk 
appetite statements for the areas of 
strategic challenges, a strong 
balance sheet and sound business 
performance. These are further 
detailed in nine sub-statements that 
are used for internal steering. We 
work systematically, aim for
completeness and document what 
we do. Each risk analysis performed 
is shared with the responsible
management.
(NN Annual report)

In defining the level of risk, it is willing to take, 
the Group defines its own risk strategy within 
the Group Risk Appetite Framework (RAF) 
while complementing the overall business 
strategy. The Group RAF defines the level of 
risk the Group is willing to take and ensures 
risk embedding into key business processes, 
to grant all risks are properly managed. 
Soft and hard limits´thresholds set within the 
RAF aim to limit excessive risk taking and to 
maintain the solvency position at the desired 
level. Monitoring and escalation processes are 
clearly defined to adequately manage any risk 
tolerance breaches. 
Generali Annual report



Risk identification, description, measurement
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Methods for lowering the risks (risk mitigation)

Definition of risk appetite

Risk monitoring and prediction

Communication, impact in the insurance company

Management of Risks



Projection of Risk Capital and Solvency Ratio
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• Usually 3 years

• Linked to a business plan

• Prediction of solvency ratio (required capital) as information / target for top 
management

– Granularity?

– Volatility of the calculation?

– Sensitivity to key assumptions

• Simplified estimates in the periods between more detailed calculations



€  Mln CAGR

1st. Company 13-16

Available Capital (after Dividend) n.a.

of which PVFP Life /Reserve Adequacy P&C n.a.

of which Subordinated Debt. n.a.

of which Dividend n.a.

Risk Adjusted Capital detail:

Equity n.a.

Property n.a.

Interest Rate - PC1 movement n.a.

Interest Rate - PC2 movement n.a.

Interest Rate - PC3 movement n.a.

Implied Volatility risk - Equity n.a.

Implied Volatility risk - Interest Rate n.a.

Credit n.a.

Concentration n.a.

Currency n.a.

Life UW - Mortality CAT n.a.

Life UW - Mortality Trend/Uncertainty n.a.

Life UW - Longevity n.a.

Life UW - Morbidity / Disability n.a.

Life UW - Lapse n.a.

Life UW - Expenses n.a.

Non Life UW - Pricing (no CAT) n.a.

Non Life UW - CAT n.a.

Non Life UW - Reserve n.a.

Operational n.a.

Diversification benefit (value) n.a.

Non Linearity & Non Additivity adjustment n.a.

Tax absorption after recoverability assessment n.a.

Risk Adjusted Capital (RAC) n.a.

Economic Solvency ratio (%) #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! n.a.

Available Solvency Margin after dividend n.a.

Required Solvency Margin n.a.

Solvency I ratio (%) #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! n.a.
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Plan
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Plan
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0
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Managing of Risks - „Heat maps“

Nový vizuální styl - ukázky snímků58 World Economic Forum

Global Risks 2008



Managing of Risks - Risk Radar

https://www.agcs.allianz.com/insights/white-papers-and-case-studies/emerging-risks-initiative-risk-radar-update-2016/
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The CRO Forum Emerging Risks Initiative 
(ERI) was launched in 2005 to raise 
awareness of major emerging risks 
relevant to society and the (re)insurance 
industry. The Emerging Risks Initiative 
consists of ten members representing 
Allianz, AXA, Hannover Re, Lloyd's, 
Munich Re, RSA, Prudential, SCOR, Swiss 
Re and Zurich Insurance Group.

According to the Risk Radar update -
October 2016, the new emerging risks 
entries since May 2016 are the 
following:
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European
financial crisis

Man-made CAT

Changes in regulation

Cyber attack

Key staff loss

Commissions regulation

• Good tool e.g. for Main risk self
assessment (MRSA)

• Able to capture also shifts in time
(comparison with previous period)

• More dimensions (distance from the 
centre, size of font, color, …)

• Good basis for a discussion

Managing of Risks - Risk Radar



Risk identification, description, measurement
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Methods for lowering the risks (risk mitigation)

Definition of risk appetite

Risk monitoring and prediction

Communication, impact in the insurance company – risk culture

Management of Risks



Risk Management in the Context of the Whole Company

62

„Risk Culture“

! Management of risks is a matter for the whole company, it is not just the 
risk management department (incl. e.g. risk based KPIs). It is about active 
work with risks, not just passive monitoring.

! Risk appetite needs to be applied already in the first line of defence, 
should be understandable and easily applicable

! Top management should find out information coming from risk 
management as useful and relevant and seek for them, i.e. it is task of 
the risk management department to provide such information





Solvency II Requirements

Insurance and reinsurance undertakings shall have in place an effective internal control system. 

(Řídící a kontrolní systém pojišťovny - ŘKS)

- AMSB (Administrative, Management and Supervisory Body) 

- committees – their tasks and responsibilities

- key functions

As part of its risk-management system every insurance undertaking and reinsurance undertaking shall 
conduct its own risk and solvency assessment (ORSA).

Insurance and reinsurance undertakings shall have in place an effective risk-management system comprising 
strategies, processes and reporting procedures necessary to identify, measure, monitor, manage and 
report, on a continuous basis the risks, at an individual and at an aggregated level, to which they are or 
could be exposed, and their interdependencies. That risk-management system shall be effective and well 
integrated into the organisational structure and in the decision making processes of the insurance or 
reinsurance undertaking with proper consideration of the persons who effectively run the undertaking or 
have other key functions.



Development Stages of RM

65

• Minimal risk awareness
• Extremely informal
• Inadequate in some aspects, possibly ineffective
• Probably non-compliant
• Basic tools employed but add limited value
• Informal risk assessment methodologies
• Risk function and risk management in the business not aligned

• Individual components in place
• Somewhat formalised
• Basic tools provide adequate coverage and refreshed periodically
• Formal risk assessment policies but inconsistent application 
• Control environment not tested

• Most components formalised though of limited use in day to day 
decision making

• High level elements are well integrated, though integration of 
tools is limited

• Control environment risk based challenge
• Consistent risk language and ranking
• Risk taking and control functions truly independent.

• Well defined, communicated risk strategy and risk appetite
• An established focus on quantification of all risk.
• Consideration given to cost of control and challenged based on risk/reward
• Triggers for risk analysis/assessment in decision making
• Central risk teams achieving balance between oversight and advisory 

• Risk management fully embedded 
• All components fully integrated, responsive and agile.
• Risk outputs applied in decision making throughout the business lifecycle
• Risk appetite embedded with bottom up tolerances
• Operational risk fully accepted as a value creator.
• 1st line team fully self sufficient in core tools, 2nd line provides oversight 

and innovation.

Stage I

Stage II 

Stage III

Stage IV

Stage V
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Zdroj: KPMG presentation
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Uniqa_GB21_DE_2021-04-06_EN_Komplett.pdf (uniqagroup.com)

https://www.uniqagroup.com/gruppe/versicherung/media/files/Uniqa_GB21_DE_2021-04-06_EN_Komplett.pdf


Internal & External Communication

- Annual report and its disclosures

https://www.actuaries.o
rg.uk/documents/actuar
ys-role-orsa



Kde se dozvědět víc?

Regulation – „Solvency II“
Česká asociace pojišťoven - LEGISLATIVA EU (cap.cz)
EUR-Lex - 32009L0138 - EN - EUR-Lex (europa.eu)

IAA Risk book
http://www.actuaries.org/index.cfm?lang=EN&DSP=PUBLICATIONS&ACT=RISKBOOK

Swiss Re Sigma
http://institute.swissre.com/research/overview/sigma/

Reports of supervisors and EIOPA
e.g. https://www.cnb.cz/cs/financni_stabilita/zpravy_fs/

https://www.cnb.cz/cs/financni_stabilita/zatezove_testy/

Profesní pracovní skupiny
- Česká společnost aktuárů
- Česká asociace pojišťoven
- European Association of Actuaries

https://www.cap.cz/odborna-verejnost/pojistna-legislativa/legislativa-eu
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/CS/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32009L0138
http://www.actuaries.org/index.cfm?lang=EN&DSP=PUBLICATIONS&ACT=RISKBOOK
http://institute.swissre.com/research/overview/sigma/
https://www.cnb.cz/cs/financni_stabilita/zpravy_fs/
https://www.cnb.cz/cs/financni_stabilita/zatezove_testy/


Why should we manage risks?

EJ Smith, 1907: “If someone asks me, how I

would describe my 40 years of experience

at sea, I would describe them as boring.

Of course, there are winter storms, fog

and similarities. But during my entire

experience I cannot remember any havaries.

I have only once seen a ship in distress.

I have never seen a wreck, neither have I

been in distress at sea, nor have I ever

been in a dangerous situation, that could

have led to a catastrophe.”

http://www.encyclopedia-titanica.org/disaster-at-last-befalls-capt-smith.html

Capt. Smith maintained that shipbuilding was such a perfect art nowadays

that absolute disaster, involving the passengers on a great modern liner,

was quite unthinkable. Whatever happened, he contended, there would be

time before the vessel sank to save the lives of every person on board.

"I will go a bit further," he said. "I will say that I cannot imagine any

condition which could cause a ship to founder. I cannot conceive of any

vital disaster happening to this vessel. Modern shipbuilding has gone

beyond that.„

April 14, 1912 the SS Titanic sank after the collision with an iceberg.

The accident demanded 1500 lives including that of captain EJ Smith.



Děkuji Vám za pozornost.
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Jana ZELINKOVÁ

jana@zelinkovi.com

mailto:jana@zelinkovi.com
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On 18 July 2013, the Financial Stability Board (FSB) published a press release endorsing the 

assessment methodology and policy measures published by the International Association of Insurance 

Supervisors (IAIS) discussed below, and naming the firts nine globally systemically important insurers -

G-SIIs. The list will be published each November, starting in 2014 and initially comprises:

Allianz SE;

American International Group, Inc.;

Assicurazioni Generali S.p.A.;

Aviva plc;

Axa S.A.;

MetLife, Inc.;

Ping An Insurance (Group) Company of China, Ltd.;

Prudential Financial, Inc.; and

Prudential plc.

http://recoveryandresolutionplans.wordpress.com/tag/g-sii/
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Higher Loss Absorbency (HLA)Enhanced supervision Effective recovery and resolution

These measures entail the development 

of Systemic Risk Management Plans, 

enhanced liquidity planning and 

management and the granting of direct 

powers over holding companies to 

group-wide supervisors. There is also a 

reasonably detailed discussion of:

• the nature of traditional insurance 

versus non-traditional insurance and 

non-insurance (NTNI) activities; and

• effective separation of NTNI 

business.

G-SIIs will be required to have HLA 

capacity. This may only be met by 

“highest quality capital”, being 

permanent capital that is fully 

available to cover losses of the 

insurer at all times on a going-concern 

and a wind-up basis. In applying this 

requirement a distinction may be made 

based upon whether a firm’s NTNI 

activities have been effectively separated 

from traditional insurance business. HLA 

may be targeted at the entities where 

systemically important actives are 

located and also take account of whether 

group supervisors have authority over 

any non-regulated financial subsidiaries.

The IAIS’s proposals for the effective 

resolution of G-SIIs are based on the 

FSB’s Key Attributes of Effective 

Resolution Regimes for Financial 

Institutions but takes account of the 

specificities of insurance. This entails the 

establishment of Crisis Management 

Groups, the development of recovery 

and resolution plans (RRPs), the 

conduct of resolvability assessments, and 

the adoption of institution-specific cross-

border cooperation agreements.

Zdroj: http://recoveryandresolutionplans.wordpress.com/tag/g-sii/

http://www.financialstabilityboard.org/publications/r_111104cc.pdf
http://www.financialstabilityboard.org/publications/r_111104cc.pdf
http://www.financialstabilityboard.org/publications/r_111104cc.pdf


A jak to vidí pojišťovna?

• Regulátor vidí systemic risk, z perspektivy pojišťovny mohu vidět riziko 
přeregulace

• Political risk

• Reputational risk (misselling, špatná interpretace produktů, …)
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Externí komunikace

- Příloha účetní závěrky

• SFCR report (Solvency and Financial Condition Reports)



Externí komunikace

- Reporty EIOPA
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